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Books published in 2021
Articles published by Miguel Angel Gutierrez, in Los Andes newspaper in 2021

Democracy at the crossroads: involution or regeneration. 12/12/21
The Future: Solution or Problem? 09/11/21
The technological cold war? 13/10/21
Collective intelligence, the future of knowledge. 03/08/11
The dilemma of post-covid education 01/09/21
The challenges of post-covid globalization. 17/08/21
Collective Intelligence, the future of knowledge. 03/08/21
Why incorporate the Future subject into the official curriculum. 04/07/21
Living a virtual world 23/05/21
Future Games. 25/04/21
The Politics of Ignorance and the Knowledge Society. 11/04/21
Think Local, Act Global. 28/03/21
Science and politics: circumstantial alliance or overcoming ideologies? 28/02/21
The 20 'Interesting times, turbulent times. 24/01/11
New Globalization. 10/01/21
2021 Meetings on the web

Conversation topics
Academy and public policies
Inclusive capitalism
Argentine dialogue
Energy for development
Mercosur
Present & future municipalities
New narratives
Civil society organizations
Protagonism of civil society
Challenge of food production
A new globalization: dynamics, new limits and interfaces

Día Internacional del Futuro
CONCYTEC PERU
Global challenges for the new governance: the challenged state, a new empowered society, who will be the actors, new instruments for democracy.

Universidad de Alcalá
Instituto Universitario de Investigación en Estudios Latinoamericano
THE Millennium Project and the Challenges of the Millennium.
A Global Intelligence System of the Future

Instituto de Tecnología de Buenos Aires
Prospective of SXXI Globalization, main variables of the macro-transition and governance.
Instituto de Relaciones Internacionales, Universidad de Chile
Consejo Chileno de Prospectiva y Estrategia.
Lectures 20/09/21.

Scientific and technological inequality.
Macroglobal trends in technological transformation.
World Strategic Vision Chair
INNOVATION AND THE ACCELERATION OF THE FUTURE

Policía Federal Argentina
New inter-institutional project

We are a platform for the visibility and amplification of ideas that carry the future, innovative experiences and integrating leaderships. We believe that Argentina has an opportunity to overcome its structural problems, and that in order to do so, a profound resetting of the cognitive frameworks of our leadership is essential. We propose to make a new agenda of ideas fashionable, promoting successful experiences, and giving support and visibility to new integrating leaders. We work for a cultural change, which grows from the roots of civil society, so that politics is reordered on new bases, and so that our Argentina recovers a convergent development horizon.
First activity: First week of March 2022
Internal consensus and Vision for the Future

MICROLAB: With the aim that LadoAR members immerse themselves in a Future Challenge and explore, through “Future Thinking”, the challenges and opportunities. They are theoretical-practical laboratories that offer tools of Future Thinking, together with cutting-edge data and information on the Challenge of the Future to work, with the purpose of designing solutions in a key to the future.

The Microlab is designed and conducted by Karen Zeolla and Johanna Heinberg, members of LadoAR